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Present: 
Zeljko Cuckovic   Mike Dowd   Barbara Floyd 
Llew Gibbons   Alan Goodridge  Ruth Hottell 
Marthe Howard   Jerzy Kamburowski  Th4a Sawicki (for PK) 
Marcia McInerney   Sas Varanasi   Eileen Walsh 
Jim Trempe    Elsa Nadler 
 
Excused: 
Lesley Berhan, Bob Blumenthal, Hans Gottgens, Ruth Hottell, Joan Kaderavek, Pamela 
Stover 
 
Minutes 
Jim called the meeting to order and asked for changes to April meeting minutes. Thea 
moved to accept the minutes as written. The motion passed unanimously.  
 

New Paragraph for URAF Brochure 
Jim asked about paragraph Llew suggested. All agreed to include it in the 2014 
brochure. There was some discussion of references. Elsa will check existing language. 
Thre was discussion of inclusion of datasets and methodology—the paragraph should 
be as all-inclusive as possible.  
 

Publication subvention program 
Jim suggested including language to prohibit journal article support. Elsa will change 
language to say books instead of manuscripts. 
 

Course Buy Out 
The issue of 12-month faculty and buy-out of a course during the academic year was 
raused. Money cannot go to faculty if they buy out of a course. Proposals asking for 
buy-out must be signed off on by provost or chancellor. Mike said that when 
Scarborough was asked about this, he said the issue needs further discussion. To keep 
the sentence in without prior approval by provost would be problematic. Marthe asked 
if there is way to separate course reduction from money, so that $12,000 fellowship does 
not go into the provost budget.  The Research Council can set any standards it wants in 
such a situation. The sentence will be changed to include “prior approval of provost or 
chancellor.” Mike said we need to address the money issue.  Discussion of a new policy 
document to handle this situation is a job for next time.  Barbara said it is not easy to 



slip a policy through. There was some discussion of limiting AY buy-out to untenured 
faculty.  
 

There was further discussion of what is and is not funded, especially what constitutes 
service.  
 

Eileen said in Nursing some are ten-month appointments with push to make them all 12 
months. Mike said Gold needs to provide support for 12-month faculty if summer 
fellowships are opened to 12-month faculty. There was discussion of what constitutes 
full-time: it is what is stated in the contract. Elsa will include a box on cover pages to 
check if on a 9-, 10- , 11-, or 12-month contract.    
 

Travel and Bridge Funding 
Elsa gave a report on travel and bridge funding. Thirty travel awards were funded for a 
total of $38,495. Six bridge awards were funded out of 11 submitted. Three were fully 
funded for a total $77,000; three were funded equally at $22,041 each. These two 
programs successfully emptied Jim’s Research Council index (returned indirects) and 
the 2009 Research Incentive award from the state. 
 

Center and institute survey items  
Elsa explained where original items came from. The survey was an immediate attempt 
as a filter to determine what needed review by the council. Mike explained that all 
entities were supposed to go to the council prior to “becoming” a center.  
 

Elsa will send another request for list of centers and institutes from each dean.  
 

Proposed changes to interdisciplinary research program 
Marthe, Thea and Jerzy said IRIA subcommittee reviewed procedures and put together 
suggested policy.  Marthe said the subcommittee was very productive.  A standing 
committee of the Research Council would pull in faculty from outside the council to do 
initial reviews. Marthe said the committee should have a set period of tenure. There 
was discussion of using NIH scoring. The same template would be used by internal and 
external reviewers. Comments and ratings did not match in at least one project in past.   
 

Elsa will get info on PIs and co-Is who have had interdisciplinary funding in the past  
 

Travel and bridge funding are separate issues and should be discussed separately.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Elsa G. Nadler 
Director, Grants Development 
 


